EVENT DESCRIPTION
Project Partner: Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency
Title of the event: RMO Workshop and Roundtable Discussion
Date & location: 23rd March 2017, FEDARENE Offices, Brussels
Organiser(s): Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency/Kilkenny County Council
Number of Participants: 6
Summary
During the final Streetlight-EPC project meeting, CKEA and KCC invited the newly
appointed Roads Management Office (RMO), Public Lighting Section to attend. The Roads
Management Office have established a street lighting section to oversee the retrofit of
260,000 street lights by 2020 in order to help Ireland achieve their 33 % energy reduction
targets as set out in the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan. Two representatives from
the RMO street lighting section attended the conference to gain learning from other
partners in the Streetlight-EPC projects and the European Commission.
Objectives & main programme points
The objective of the workshop was to facilitate the RMO in learning from other European
energy agencies and municipalities and to also give them an insight into the assistance
available from the commission. A separate workshop was arranged with
ESCAN/Santander and REGEA/Zagreb County in order to learn from the work carried out
on street lighting projects in these two countries. The RMO gained valuable experience
and expertise from the EPC project in Santander and the process taken in Zagreb to
retrofit street lighting.
Roundtable Discussion
Following on from the workshop, a roundtable discussion was held in the FEDARENE
office to discuss the project with Timothee Noel from the European Commission’s
Directorate General for Energy. In attendance at the meeting were Timothee Noel DG
Energy, Brian Bourke RMO, Brian Ahern RMO, Declan Keogh CKEA, Paddy Phelan
CKEA and Owne Shine KCC.
Owen Shine explained the pilot project process to the group;
• Completing the preliminary design of all areas.
• Detailed energy audit to establish baseline and identify savings potential.
• Co-ordinate with ESB regarding protocols and retrofit enabling works for network poles.
• Risk assessment of candidate areas to minimise extent of enabling / ancillary works.
• Finalise design inputs and specification

•

Savings must be sufficient to cover the original investment costs over an acceptable
time period.

Paddy Phelan gave an overview of the financing options and risks for EPC Projects
• The period from the project concept to the renovation and commissioning needs to be
reduced.
• The quality control is the key element so that the minimum level of design is achieved
but the market can propose further energy benefits.
• Essential components includes a Measurement & Verification Plan, Payment
Mechanism and Performance Payment
• Risks in the project
o Fittings use more electricity
o Design or installation modified in marginal areas
o Low cost fittings with poorer energy efficiency
o Fittings don’t meet classification on installation and
o New more efficient fitting released after the award
Brian Ahern and Brian Bourke gave an overview of the role of the RMO Public Lighting
Section
• First task to develop the business case for public lighting retrofit in Ireland
• Many issues in Ireland surrounding asset ownership, network operators and legacy
problems
• A national or regional Master plan or similar is to be prepared for Energy Saving and
EPCs
• Dividing the country into regions for public lighting retrofit and maintenance
• Seeking assistance from SEAI to develop the business case for the retrofit of public
lighting in Ireland – One region at a time €60million project per region.
Discussion topics at the meeting informed by Timothee Noel:
• Project examples in Croatia and Lithuania utilising ELENA technical assistance and
standard EPC contract. Project scales and technical assistance available.
• The workings of On/Off balance sheet financing and the use of PPP type contracts
• Will discuss the national street lighting retrofit project in Ireland with the commission
• Two examples of asset transfer – legal owner and asset owner
• How the ECSO/EPC model would work (ESCO’s raising capital)
• Stability and gross pack & Eurostat Rules
• Aggregation of the project
• How the pilot project would work in the context of the national project.
• Examine UK public procurement framework e.g. REFIT London
• Risk analysis and who is taking the risk?
• Need to investigate Ireland’s structural funds

Conclusions
Both the workshop and roundtable discussion held in Brussels in March have led to the
RMO seeking assistance from CKEA to apply for technical assistance from the ELENA
Project Development Assistance fund to build the business case for public lighting retrofit
in Ireland. The RMO were able to gain valuable experience from ESCAN and REGEA on
real life project experience. This will likely lead to City Visits by the RMO to the city of
Santander to visit an EPC project of a large scale being realised.
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